IMI’s Knowledge Centre offers access to the largest and best collection of business and management resources available to professional managers in Ireland. Available online 24/7, this invaluable resource provides on-the-job support for managers and leaders, entrepreneurs, coaches and management consultants. It offers best-practice management techniques, business intelligence and current awareness to ensure patrons are always informed.
A world of knowledge at your fingertips
BOOKS

Looking for the most recent releases and bestsellers from the world’s greatest business minds?

The IMI Knowledge Centre offers thousands of books in both print and eBook format;

+ Coaching
+ Human Resources
+ Leadership
+ Management
+ Marketing
+ Strategy & Innovation

Patrons can browse, search, read online and borrow four books at a time for four weeks. For convenience, patrons have the option to fully manage their own book account including the placement of holds and the renewal of items due for return. In addition, requested books can be posted if required. If we do not have a book that a patron is looking for we always accept recommendations.

ELECTRONIC JOURNALS

Need access to the latest cutting edge leadership and management thinking?

Explore our comprehensive collection of world-class, top ranked journals. You can find up-to-date thinking and research in the area of business and management within our journal collection. We provide access to a total of over 18,000 individual journal publications - the largest part of our collection.

Providing patrons with full-text, practitioner and peer-reviewed articles on a wide range of business subjects. Available on-line 24/7, ensuring that patrons are always connected. Read, download and print wherever and whenever. Furthermore, never miss an issue of a favorite journal with regular alerts delivered straight to your inbox.
MARKETING RESEARCH REPORTS

Looking for a competitive edge?

Use the IMI Knowledge Centre to find up-to-date information on companies, industries and countries across the world.

All reports are downloadable and available off-campus. Included in this resource are the following:

- Coverage of 30,000+ companies
- 12,600 company profiles
- 110 country profiles
- 60,000+ company news articles
- Country statistics database
- Market data analytics

Valuable market information is also available in the form of industry profiles. These present a clear picture of individual sectors, including the operators, future forecasts and market share. Industry profiles are the ideal starting point for gaining a top-level view of individual sectors across the globe.

MANAGEMENT LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Need practical guidance on improving on-the-job management and leadership skills?

In all forms of business it is vital to learn the skills required to deal with problems as they occur. Our management and HR resources provide an online toolkit to improve the leadership and management skills on which business growth depends. These toolkits contain ready to use guides with hints and tips designed to address any situation within the workplace. Some of the areas covered include:

- Communication skills
- Decision-making
- Delegation
- HR strategy
- Leadership
- Managing teams
- Motivating others
- Performance management

Also included are self-assessments in multiple areas including delegation skills and personal leadership styles.
IMI Knowledge Centre Space

A welcoming, informal space away from the office in order to take the time to think, reflect and plan. Patrons visiting the IMI Knowledge Centre can avail of all the features required to ensure their valuable time is used constructively, including:

+ Desktop computers
+ Complimentary Wi-Fi
+ Complimentary printing and photocopying
+ Study spaces
+ Full access to the library staff

Meet the team

A combined 17 years of experience in helping organisations and individuals improve their standard of management practice ensures that patrons consistently receive an expert level of service and attention to detail.

Matthew Kelleher
Knowledge Manager

Ronan Cox
Assistant Librarian

Gerard Gregory
Assistant Librarian

Opening Hours

The opening hours of the IMI Knowledge Centre are:
Monday-Friday 08:30 - 18:00

Contact Details

If you have any questions or need additional information, you can contact us via the following channels:
Telephone: 01 207 8513/8514
Email: knowledge@imi.ie
Web: library.imi.ie
@IMILibrary

Alternatively, you can check out our FAQ section which can be found at http://library.imi.ie/help-guides/faq
On Demand Access

World Class Business Information
- Competitive Intelligence
- Market & industry Reports
- Company Profiles

Professional & Personal Development Resources
- Personal Assessment Tools
- Management Know-How Guides
- Templates

Best Practice & Leading Thinking
- Dedicated Management Knowledge Centre
- Leading Journals in the Field
- Practical Tools and Techniques

Further Services

Research and Information Provision
We provide research support on business related subjects and can assist you in carrying out a search for relevant sources of information. In addition, we can advise on how to best use the resources. One-to-one guidance is also available.

Dissertation Archive
The IMI Knowledge Centre maintains a dissertation archive of original research performed by course participants each year. All dissertations are searchable on the catalogue and available for consultation when visiting the space.

Register for Access
To avail of these resources and services simply fill out the registration form available at the following link: http://library.imi.ie/register-for-access
To find out more about the benefits of signing up as a corporate member, please contact our Membership Advisors at 1800 22 33 88 or email membership@imi.ie